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DEAR JULIE 






' 0 I '  
"and thus ends the gayest newspaper ever published" 
C 
Get to Wow 





Eaitor Zach Childree writes his : 
final column as Editor in Chief. , . .  
Page 6 ' 
, . . . .  . I 'a - 1- ' , I  . I  -. ' ' 6  . ' .. . 2 .  , J  - t . . . . ~lkt+j~ks~n@k SrateUniversity. The are currently no sidewalks adjacent to State Highway l.@rnatiW House, go 204 along this section. The s~dewalks will also provide 
n.d endnext to&Coliieum. another easy access point to the Chief Ladiga Trail from 
mc+~~ to rofe to . " n e  =-.for h e  pj&?s ir? con tha  to improve either direction for pedestrians." 4 
take down a sh-eet light on Alabama Highway 204. The pedeqim Pthwayn en or near ow qmpus promote the The project a broken into two phases. Phase one runs 
removal of the pole was necessary for a new sidewalk decrtased u k  of vehicles,"*aid Tbornpsan. "Pidestrian from the International House to the Chief Ladiga Trail 
project according to David ~hoqa*, assistant director safety- is atways a cqmern of the univetsity and there and is a part of an 
, , See "sidewalk," 
1 campaign . to, - 
;ring awareness b 10 dating violence . . 
The small red flags havt 
been traveling around the 
campus of Jacksonville State 
University for several days, 
appearing first along the 
sidewalk in front of Houston 
Cole Library. When they 
show up in a new location, 
they pique the curiosity of 
students and employees 
alike. 
During the week of April 
13-1 h all will he n-vedpyl 
of Udversity Housing and 
Residence Life, Counseling 
Sefvioeo, Fraternity and- 
Sorority Life,'Women's.Issues . . 
Support and Empowerment 
(WISE), the Alabama Men's 
Initiative, the Northeast 
Alabama Crisis Center 
(formerly known as Daybreak 
Crisis Recovery Center), 2nd 
Chance and the Alabama 
Coalition Against Domestic 
Violence are coordinating the 
campaign at JSU. 
The Red .8a Casl~ainn 
UII lVCl> lLy  l U l  bGVGlii1 U i iY3 ,  \ "  '"-I, b''u '*.UYUIsaU A . A - l .  " 
f appearing first along the Initiative, the Northeast 
sidewalk in front of Houston . Alabama Crisis Center 
Cole Library. When they (formerly known as Daybreak 
show up in a new ,location, Crisis Recovery Center), 2nd 
they pique the curiosity of Chance. and the Alabama 
students and emplqyees Coalition Against Domestic 
alike. Violence are coordinating the 
During the week of April campaign at JSU. 
r -- 12-16,. all will be revealed The Red Flag Campaign 
about the flags, which .a originated in Virginia to 
literal reminders .of the encourage students to speak- ' figurative "red flags" .often up when they seethe warning ' ' present in a violent dating signs for dating violence in 
relationship. their friends' telationships. 
Jacksonville State Along with the actual flags, 
University's Red Hag the campaign features a series 
Campaign is being held in of eight posters that illustrate 
conjunction with April's the "red flags" of relationship 
Sexual Violence Awareness violence including coercion, 
Month and will clilminate stalking, sexual assault, 
at the annual 'Clothesline isolation, Jealousy, emotional 
Project on April 14 from 10 abuse and victim blaming. 
a.m. - 5 p.m. on the lawn of According to the Virginia 
JSU's Theron ' Montgomery Red Flag Campaign, college 
Building. The JSU Office students are at extremely 
high, risk of either acting as 
. 8 I 
See ''Red Flag, " pp 2 
Beta Gamma Sigma , 
inducts new members 
From newswire reports JSU Foundation board. 
Also inducted: 
. The ~acksoiville State AEeiego Folly vi . W. 
University chapter of Beta Adua~om, Joshua R- Allen, 
Gamma Sigma national Amy L. Boozer, Kevin G. 
business honor society had its . Brown- Charles E. Diggs, 
annual induc~ion ceremony b u ~ n  W. Gray,. Erin M. 
on April 8 in the Menill Grissom, Jennifer S.Hulsey, 
Building. Kelsey Johnikin, Eric 
Fifteen new inductees were M. M~Glaughn, Shog0 
recognized ' at the meeting, Nakamura, Sarah Parker, 
including honorary chapter Emily R. Sherrod, and 
inductee Greg ,Harlky, a JSU Heather N. Sizemore. 
('88) and attorney In addition to the induction 
who serves as president of the of the new members, the 
chapter awarded inductee 
- .. , 
See "Beta," -2 
S h e s .  Evwy ymr M S  )ras 
an evtzrrr ia fm~ c$ the 
Building hat  r i  m a  
What do you plan to do with your summer?? , 
What do you plan to do with vour summer?? - .  - 
Take ,more classes- 66% 
I have a summer job. - 23% 
Nothing! - 3% 
I see you next Fall!!! i 1 
2 April 15,2010 The Chanticleer 
Briefs 
Jacksonville ~ t a t e ' u n i v e r s i t ~  is launching a 
new Online Orientation portal and needs student 
spokespersons to share why they chose JSU and 
why they would invite other prospectiv~ students 
to do the same. 
All interested students are invited to the open 
student casting call, which will be held on Friday, 
April 16.at 1 p.m. in Room.303 of the TMB. 
For more information and to schedule your 
audition time, please contact the Office of 
Institutional Research and Assessment at (256) 
782-8 144. 
Experts from other universities and JSU will 
make presentations on tick-borne diseases in the 
Southeast on Friday, April 16 from 1-3:30 p.m. in 
the Wallace Hall auditorium. 
Admission is free. 
The Jacksonville State University Small 
Business Development Center, the SBA, and area 
Chambers of Commerce will offer one-on-one 
counseling for prospective and existing small 
business owners at no charge in April. Please note 
that these are not semjnars and it is necessary that 
you make an appointment. Please call the phone 
Photo' of the week 
JSU President Bill Meehan speaks to students participating in the Day without Shoes. If you would like to submit 
your photo for "Photo of the week", email it to chantyeditor@gmail.com Photo courtesy Hali Boyles I 
number accompanying the entry to make your 
appointment. I 
* Gadsden Area Chamber of Commerce- 
Wednesday, April 14, from 1 - 4 p.m. at the 
Chamber office. Please call (256) 543-3472 1 Red Flag: end violence Beta: New members 
* Calhoun County Chamber of Commerce- 
Thursday, April 15, from 1 - 4 p.m. at the 
Chamber office. Please call (256) 237-3536. 
* Pel1 City Chamber of Commerce- Tuesday, 
April 20, from 9 - 11 a.m. at,the Chamber office. 
Please call (205) 338-3377. 
Congratulations to Ms. Sharee Hutchinson, 
JSU's Employee of the Month for April 2010. 
Ms: Hutchinson works as Secretary in the Office 
of Enrbllment Management and Student Affairs. 
Campus Crime 
April 5 
Theft of services in third degree was 
reported at the Ayers Hall parking lot. 
April 7 
Atarrie Tyrome, Jones was arrested for 
possession of a stolen vehicle. 
perpetrator or being a 
victim of dating physical 
or sexual violence during 
their college years. In 
a 1996 article from the 
Journal of Contemporary 
Justice that was cited in a 
campaign press release, 
32% of college. ,students 
reported dating violence by 
a previous partner and 21 % 
report violence by a current 
partner. 
Friends haveaninfluential 
role in intervening in 
dating violence not only 
with the victim, but also 
with the abusive partner, 
according to Julie Nix 
of JSU's Counseling 
Services. She explains 
that peer groups have the 
ability to provide safety 
and support, and can also 
dictate what behaviors are 
unacceptable. Organizers 
at JSU hope the Red Flag 
Campaign is only the 
beginning of an increased 
focus on the problem of 
dating violence throughout 
the year. In addition to 
JSU's annual participation 
in the Clothesline Project, 
they have asked for a 
proclamation designating 
April as Sexual Violence 
Awareness Month at JSU. 
"Hopefully, we'll carry 
this type of programming 
throughout the year, with 
added emphasis in October 
during Domestic Violence 
Prevention Week," Nix 
said. 
For more information 
on dating violence, how to 
help, or how to get help for 
a friend, please visit www. 
TheRedFlagCampaign.org 
Joshua R. Allen with 
the Premier Chapter 
Scholarship. The 
scholarship is valued at 
$1,000. 
To qualify for Beta 
Gamma Sigma, a student 
must be in the top 10 
percent of his or her class. 
This year at JSU, that 
requirement meant the 
student had to achieve at 
least a 3.55 GPA. 
The mission of the 
International Honor Society 
Beta Gamma Sigma ..is 
to encourage and honor 
academic achievement 
in the study of business, 
to foster personal and 
professional excellence, to 
advance the value of the 
Society, and to serve its 
lifelong members. 
Theft of services in third degree was 
reported at the Ayers Hall parking lot. 
April 7 
Atarrie Tyrome, Jones was arrested for 
possession of a stolen vehicle. 
April 8 
Theft of lost property in third degree. 
Disorderly conduct WAS reported at WOW 
wingery. 
'April 9 
Harassment was reported at Cole Drivel 
construction site parking lot. 
April 12 
Violation of the Student Code of Conduct 
was reported in Sparkman Hall. 
Darlesia Arieale Cole was arrested for 
burglary in second degree. 
What's Happening 
Does your club or organization 
have an upcoming event you would 
like publicized? 
Send your events to 
The Chanticleer! 
ChantyEditor@gmaiI.com 
Thursday April 15 
Rehearsal for Gospel Choir Concert : Where: 
TMB Auditorium, 4:OO-630 pm 
Red Flag Campaign, TMB Lawn, 8:00 am- 
4:30 pm 
Cencus Rally, Outside the Cafe on JSU's 
Quad, 2:OO- 1 :00 pm ' 
Friday, 
Red Flagcampaign, TMB Lawn, 8:00 am- 
4:30 pm 
JSU Earth Day, JSU Quad, 2-6 pm 
a 
Saturday April 17 
Chief Ladiga 5K Challenge and Fun Run, 
Pete Mathews Coliseum, 8:00 am - 9:45 am, 
Admission: $20 
with the abusive partner, Prevention Week," Nix / 7 --mmm- 
according to ~ u l i e  Nix said. 
of JSU's Counseling For more information 
Services. She explains on dating violence, how to 
that peer groups have the help, or how to get help for 
ability to provide safety a friend, please visit www. 
and support, and can also TheRedFlagCarnpaign.org 
dictate what behaviors are 
unacceptable. Organizers 
Sidewalk: protection 
80120 grant through 
the Transportatiori 
Enhancement Project via 
the Alabama Department 
of Transportation 
(ALDOT). Phase 
two will continue the 
sidewalk from the trail 
to the Coliseum and is 
a stimulus project from 




Program via ALDOT. 
Planning and designing 
for phase one has been 
completed for some time 
now, but because phase 
two is being funded by 
stimulus money, it will 
be completed before 
phase one. 
"Phase one was applied 
for beginning in 2005 and 
was not approved until 
2008," said Thompson, committed to installing 
"It took three attempts its standard 12-foot 
to get it correct. Phase Steinberg light fixtures 
two was applied' for in along the entire section 
2009 and was approvedl of sidewalk in addition to 
awarded prior to' phase permanent landscaping. 
elected representative. 
"It's going to look 
awful," said Thompson. 
"It's going to be a 
sidewalk to nowhere. 
And it's right on 
Koven's property, and 
he just got elected. We 
were chuckling about it. 
What it is going to  look 
like' to a lot of the public 
is he just got elected and 
he gets a new sidewalk 
within three weeks of the 
election. Koven wasn't 
aware of the project. He 
really didn't have any 
influence at all on this 
project. This was way 
before all that." 
Although the city 
will lose the current 
streetlight, it will be 
replaced with even more 
one being awarded. This 
was due to the additional 
funds provided by' the 
stimulus program. 
They will 'be built in 
the ' opposite order we 
originally anticipated, 
but different economical -. . L~.  - -. - - -  . . - . . 
originally anticipated, 
but different economical 
circumstances put phase 
two in front of .phase 
one." . . 
Thompson said that 
while it . will look 
astatically great, he 
expected to get asked 
why there anew sidewalk 
that just happens to run 
in front of K.L. Brown 
Funeral Home. Brown 
is District 40's newly 
lighting. According to 






These items were not 
eligible for the grant 
packages and will be , 
completed after the 
sidewalks are installed. 
Because of the terms 
Call 782-8191 
in which the stimulus 
money was given, '" to advertise in 
the project muit be 
completed in 30 days. 
The university has hired 
Bedwell & Whorton 
Excavating for the 
construction. Thompson 
said that the work 
would start this week 
and should not have an 
impact on traffic flow. 
.-. . A -  . --L.- 
in which the stimulus. 
money was given, 
The 
"";-- w to advertise in 
Chanticleer 
The Chanticleer 
Every Man's Trash 
times that the poster made to replace the "error" 
James Burton poster is actually rarer than the original! 
Special to the Chanticleer Another example is Fiesta Ware. Made in'the 
early twentieth century, Fiesta Ware was insanely 
Collecting has been a national pastime for as popular with collectors. It was so popular that in 
long as people have had opposable thumbs. Be the nineties they decided to remake the popular 
it coins, bottles, stamps, Barbies, whatever. If dinnerware in mass quantities. The new Fiesta 
' 
they're mass-produced, they're collected. Why? Ware is now so much like the original. it's 
I honestly don't know. Screw the existence of virtually impossible to tell the two apart. As a 
life on other planets, because life's great mystery result, the original because virtually worthless. 
is "Why the hell do we collect anything and Good job. 
everything?" So you see, collector's snafus work both 
The other day I was getting 
64 
ways. When collecting anything, keep 
change for the snack machine, these pointers in mind: 
you know that magic box that 1. Never go to a shop specializing 
feeds us when we're too lazy to "Ow many in what you collect. Their clientele is 
cook or run to a fast food joint. pe~p le  do YOU so scarce that they have no choice but . 
I always look to see if I've got know have the to charge you outrageous prices for 
any of the state qu'arters that I'm merchandise. If you're reading this, you 
missing. Much to p y  surprise, I Off Of a probably can't afford to pay the prices 
found both a Puerto Rico and a ~ i s s a n  store they charge. 
District of Columbia quarter. It .or a Texaco 2. If you're going to go  to a specialty 
made me think two things: . station? , shop, make sure that its something that 
A.) With this trend, next you don't specifically collect. If you 
year we'll see a Kenya quarter, James Burton collect coins, then try going to a place that 
since apparently ~ t ' s  considered specializes in gems and minerals. They 
a U.S. state now. want those coins out of their inventory 
B.) People spend way too much time as soon as humanly possible and will more than 
collecting things just because people tell them to likely cut you a fantastic deal. 
collect them. 3. A fairly large percentage of antique dealers 
I have collected virtually everything mentioned think they are better than you, and will treat you 
(well, not Barbies) and then some more obscure as such. Most people can't afford the garbage 
things, such as typewriters.. . How many people that they think is a priceless antique (12 bucks for 
do you know have the sign off of a Nissan store a label off of a can of Davey Allison chili: you 
or a Texaco station? But that's not the polnt I'm can't make this up!) 
trying to make here. Don't get me wrong, the 4. ~ n t q u ;  malls are ldeal places to go. When 
state quarters are cool, but they are being made you have twenty or more booth; in one store, one 
especially because they are tp be collected. of the dealers is bound to not have a stick up his 
Collections are supposed to involve things that ass. 
are uncommon. I haven't seen any quarters 5. Avold stores that say "collectables" or "gifts" 
between 1999-2009 that have the eagle on the in the name of the business. Nine times out of ten, 
reverse side, so that negates the collectabikity of you don't want to collect or give anything that 
this series. they have. 
I 
You know when you walk into a store and 6.  Thrift stores can be fun, as often the 
you'll see boxes with "special collectable inside!" employees are not paid to actually think. They 
or "collect all four!" plastered all over then?? neither know nor care if that's a priceless 
Why? Why do we want to collect this? Why can't Chippendale end table. All they're supposed to do 
we collect what we want to collect? It's simple is move it in from the back room. Take advantage 
brainwashing of the simple-minded. If you want of these situations. 
to collect it; then good for  you. But I guarantee 7. Flea markets aren't as ideal as they used 
that 90% of people wouldn't feed their dog with to be, as they have been overrun by the species 
that "Battlefield Earth" collectable plate had it "Crapus Peddlus." They set up hundreds of boxes 
not been listed on specially marked boxes of corn on topof each other, neatly lined up, and then 
flakes. Here's a prime example: fill them all with cheap Chinese import garbage 
Back in 1987 for the Winston (now Sprint) that will often break before you even leave the 
P-.r\ Cnr;or A 11 Ctor  r ~ r a  thorp x x ~ n c  Q nrnnxn h l ~ i l A ; n n  C~rllx, n o n n l p  xr,ill c t i I I  h n ~ x ,  t h i c  c t x n f f  
April 1.5. 2010 3 
Zach Childree 




It's been a long two 
years. 
I started working at 
The Chanticleer when 
Kevin Jeffers was 
editor and then Bethany 
Harbison. I had no 
idea what I was doing 
when it came to writing 
stories. I still remember 
the looks on both Kevin 
and Bethany's faces 
when I turned in my 
first story. It was really 
bad. 
I got to cover events 
like bake sales and 
poster sales for a while 
until my journalism 
skills improved. Thanks 
to the guidance of both 
Bethany and Kevin, I 
learned how to write a 
story, get good quotes 
and really explore an 
issue. 
Over the past two 
years as Editor in Chief 
nf T ~ P  r h p n t ; r l p e r  
shoes. I don't know 
why either. 
Then there were my 
confidants and advisors 
who helpec me.make 
good decisions in my 
time as editor. Mr. 
Mike Stedharn, student 
media adviser, who kept 
his door open for me 
and other students and 
was always willing to 
give me good advice 
about a particular issue. 
Mr. Stedham always 
reminded me that he 
could give me advice, 
but the decision was 
ultimately my own. 
Then there was 
former Chanticleer ' 
editor Jennifer Bacchus. 
Jennifer was there my 
first night working until 
4 a.m. on my first issue 
of The Abstract. She 
brought the entire staff 
energy drinks and junk 
fnnd 2nd W P  onro~Cl  
we collect what we want to collect? It's simple 
brainwashing of the simple-minded. If you want 
to.co4lect it; then good for you. But I guarantee 
that 90% of people wouldn't feed t h e ~ r  dog wlth 
that "Battlefield Earth" collectable plate had it 
not been listed on specially marked boxes of corn 
flakes. Here's a prime example: 
Back in 1987 for the Winston (now Sprint) 
Cup Series All-Star race, there was a group 
photo taken for a poster. The late Tim Richmond 
thought it would be funny to get his junk out 
while the photographer took the picture, and thus 
his Mr. Happy was now on thousands of posters. 
When the NASCAR brass found out about this, 
they were furious. Another photoshoot was 
done to replace the poster that had already been 
released. Years later, people will pay an arm and 
a leg for the "Error Winston poster." What makes 
this funny is that it's been reproduced so many 
is move it in from the back room. Take advantage 
of these situations. 
7. Flea markets aren't as ideal as they used 
to be, as they have been overrun by the species 
"Crapus Peddlus." They set up hundreds of boxes 
on top of each other, neatly lined up, and then 
fill them all with cheap Chinese import garbage 
that will often break before you even leave the 
building. Sadly, people will still buy this stuff 
and expect it to be the greatest thing since sliced 
bread. I'm sorry, but I don't want to spend 30 
dollars on a river picture that lights up and 
sounds like running water. It will clash with my 
Earnhardt shrine back at the trailer park. - 
If you follow at least some of these tips, you 
should do  just fine. You don't have to, but when 
you wind up spending 200 bucks on the "Gigli 
action figure playset," don't come crying to me. 
Happy hunting! 
to the guidance of both 
Bethany and Kevin, I 
learned how to write a 
story, get good quotes 
and really explore an 
issue. 
Over the past two 
years as Editor in Chief 
of The Chanticleer, 
I've covered the 
stadium expansion, 
discrimination, sexual 
assault, the new bus 
system and a bunch 
of other issues. I've 
learned the value 
of calling a source 
to double check 
information and I've 
also learned the val'ue of 
a mistake. 
There have been 
plenty of mistakes to 
learn from over the past 
two years. Each mistake 
left me with a red face 
and a resolve to correct 
the mistake or misprint. 
I've formed 
friendships that will last 
a lifetime and 1 got to 
meet some interesting 
people. 
Like Julie Sknner, 
who was always there 
my first year to remind 
me how quotes were 
formatted. I still fight 
the urge to call her 
up and ask her "is it 
'Smith said' or 'said 
Smith?"' I can imagine 
her groaning and 
correcting me. 
There was the time 
I met Randy Owen, a 
man I grew up listening 
to on the radio. Owen 
told me he liked my 
former Chanticleer 
editor Jennifer Bacchus. 
Jennifer was there my 
first night working until 
4 a.m. on my first issue 
of The Abstract. She 
brought the entire staff 
energy drinks and junk 
food and we gorged 
ourselves until we felt 
sick. 
She was there the 
next morning to fix my 
horrible layout design 
and to explain to me the 
way the entire process 
works. She was there 
to calm me down when 
deadlines were rushing 
at me like speeding 
trucks. 
We had our share 
of laughs at the office 
as well. From reading 
comments on the 
website and letters to 
the editor complaining 
that a gay man was 
actually admitting 
that he is gay in The 
Chanticleer, to the 
chicken scratches we 
dare not print but laugh 
at anyway, there have 
been plenty of smiles. 
Now I finish my time 
in the editor's chair with 
a simple "thank you." 
Thank you to the 
communication 
department for giving 
me the reigns two years 
in a row and thank you 
to the students who pick 
up the newspaper now 
more than ever.. 
To the next Editor in 
Chief, whomever that 
may be: Good Luck! 
XXXXXXX 
Special to the Chanticleer 
it when students leave class early. Fifty- 
point, unbelievably simple quizzes that 
you desperately need in order to scrape 
out a "C" may be given in order to spite 
you. 
3) Professors are full of all kinds of 
useful, interesting information. I know 
how to make a watermelon bomb and 
that Sylvia Plath committed suicide by 
sticking her head in a gas oven. Pedo- 
phile can also mean "rock lover." 
4) Do not waste your time arguing 
with the university police. Even if there 
is a ticket addressed to a blue Suzuki on 
your account and you have driven a red 
Pontiac since you were 16, you will still 
have to pay the ticket. They will NEV- 
ER let you go. 
5) If you are going to  stay in ahy 
university-owned building, invest in a11 
electric fan and plenty of blankets. Heat 
is turned on in mid-November and the 
air conditiotiing was unlocked just last 
week. 
6) Try to get involved in everything 
and network like crazy! JSU has some 
excellent events. (The Christmas light- 
ing at the President's house is really 
quite nice.) You never know who you 
will meet or who can help you out in the 
future; therefore, you should treat every- 
one with respect. 
There. That is six wise items, two 
for every year 1 have been a student at 
JSU. Sometimes it takes a good part of 
three years to fully understand and real- 
ize the gift and benefits of a good edu- 
cation at a four-year institution. I have 
no regrets, JSU. With great excitement 
and anticipation, I will graduate in two 
short weeks, but I will have some won- 
derful memories that will last a lifetime. 
Thanks to all of my Friends and profes- 
sors and those who created critical expe- 
riences that I will carry with me forever. 
Go Gamecocks! 
What a time we have had together! 
From professors to university hous- 
ing and books to parking tickets, I have 
learned so many things from you, and I 
hope that I have left at least some sort of 
impression on the people I have come 
in contact with during these short few 
years within your walls. I have learned 
to'appreciate so much about life from 
our give-and-take relationship, and ' I  
feel as though I will apply this essential 
information throughout my life. To ill  
of the undergraduates out there, I would 
like to share some of the basic life skills 
I have learned from my college career. 
I )  It's no f u n  being broke. When the 
refund check comes, please refrain from 
purchasing new clothes and eating out 
l~ke you haven't seen food i n  months. 
2) Most professors do not appreciate 
QJtp iMparficLatr 
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Arts & Entertainment 
Chicken Scratch 
Whv is the bookstore s o  -?- 
hot'? The candy is 
bee, tne campus IS agalnsr 
anyone who uses whecls. 
Not  only d o  we ha.vc gold 
parking, but also wheelcllair 
access is be in^ cut across 
campus. 
;e to  the 3 
. . <&r one Ilner ever: Keieaqs me 
Craken!" "Th-*'r what she 
said.'' 
..- -. - 
"Fc'tlks I'd irke to sing a Song 
about me, about you, about 
us. I'm just an average joe 
with an average job. I own 
an average house, with a + 
nice hardwood floor. 1 like 
foothall, and ft@J%@#. and 
books about war." 
F the rising 
Feel sater with the I-On-You 
cameras insralled ~hrough 
out your campus. Isn't this 
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the new member! 
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Top 10 summer ,movies in 2010 
A 
Blockbuster Countdown 
By Logan ~oggins will this fairy tale be better off highest-grossing movie of 2009 
Staff Film Critic not told? (sorry, Optimus). Bella, Edward 
and Jacob make teenage girls 
NUMBER 10: NUMBER 6: all across the world flock to the 
McGruber A-Tern cinemas all over again in the 
Release Date: May 2lS' Release Date: June I lth next installment of the Twilight 
will Forte's clueless iharac- Remakes and sequels are Saga- "Eclipse". Will this one 
ter from Saturday Night Live nothing-new to summer .block- stick closer to the book? Will it 
has become a cult hit with late busters. However, when word surpass the first two movies at 
night watchers. His 30-second hit that Liam Neeson, Bradley the box-office? Will Jacqb keep 
spoofs of the classic TV show, . Cooper, and Jessica Biel would his-shirt on? We'll find out in 
"McGyver," are very . be topping out a remake of the late June ... 
both on SNL and Youtube. beloved 80's TV series, "The t 
Well, thanks to Universal Pic- A-Team," original fans were NUMBER 2: 
tures, McGruber gets to test his ecstatic. Also, for YOU Ultimate Ince~tioIl 
goofy chops on the .big screen Fighting fans out there, Quinton Release Date: July 16th 
in mid-May. The film also stars 'Rampage' Jackson is staring as , This mysterious film comes 
Kristen Wiig, Maya ~ " d ~ l f  and .Sgt. BOSCO '.B.A." Baracus who directly from Christopher NO- 
Val Kilmei. The only thing left was originally Mr. T'S character. Ian, who has directed such films 
to .say is..: McGruber (making Fools, get ready to be pitied.. . as "The Dark Knight" and "The 
life-saving inventions out of I Prestige." Leonardo DiCaprio 
household marerialsJ! NUMBER 5: stars in this psychological 
Robin Hood mind-bender, also including 
NUMBER 9: Release Date: June 14Ih up-and-coming actor Joseph 
Prince of Per& Award-winning actors Russell Gorden-Levitt ("500 Days of 
Release Date: May 28"' Crowe and Cate Blanchett team Summer") and actress Ellen 
Hollywood has had a dis- UP with director Ridley Scott Page ("Juno"). .Nolan has kept 
(at best) track record with in Universal's newest version this one under lock and key. 
videogame-movie crossovers. of Robin Hood. This rendition Very little information has been 
This time around, Jake Gyl- seems to be more on the darker, leaked to the media so far. Only 
lenhaal and .big-time producer grittier side like "Gladiator" or two trailers and a few posters 
Jeny Bruckheimer team up to "Kingdm of Heaven" can be found about "lncep- 
bring Prince Dastatl's time- (both directed by Scott). The ' tion". However, when it comes 
bending adventure to life. will story seems to dive deeper into to mind-bending thrillers like 
touch be Robin Hood the man, rather "Inception," the less we know, 
to make a good videogame than Robin Hood the .legend. the more the surprise ... 
crossover a reality? Lets wait ' Either way, I personally will be 
and see.. . humming the "Men in Tights"' 
song all the way through this 
NUMBER 8: , one ... "DARN YOU MEL 
Sex in the C W  BROOKS !" 
Release Date: May 27"' 
Some franchises never die. NUMBER 4: 
But then again, some deserve to e J .ast A~rbender 
live on. Sex in the City's first int- Release Date: July 2nd 
stallment brought in over $152 M. Night Sh~amalan directed 
for Warner Bras; and and wrote the movie adaptation 
was the most successful R-rated of "Avatar: The Last Airbend- . 
film .of 2008, Michael Patrick er", Nickelodeon's hit semi-an- 
King, who was an executi"e ime show. This is Shyamalan's 
' 
producer, writer, and director first time directing an a d a ~ t a -  
for the show (and the first mov- tion- Dav Patel starts in his 
ie), will also direct the sequel. first major motion picture after 
All original cast members are his breakout role in the Oscar- 
back well, Carry on, Sex in winning film, "Slumdog Mil- 
the City, Carrie on.. . lionaire". What really interests NUMBER 1 : 
me is how serious M. Night and h o n  
NUMBER 7: company will take this cartoon Release Date: May 7th - crossover. Will the filmrnak- Robert Downey Jr., Gwyneth 
Release Date: Mav 27Ih ers keep in mind that they are Paltrow and, Don Cheadle (who 
' Dear Julie 
By Julie Skinner 
Columnist 
This might very well be the last column 
I ever write for the Chan'ticleer. It's 
bittersweet, really. My love for writing 
dates back to being five years old standing 
up in front of my kindergarten class reading 
a poem about pumpkins, and my love for 
the Chanticleer dates back to my freshman 
year when I th id ly  began writing album 
reviews each week. There's a lot of 
criticism that the Chanticleer faces, and has 
faced, since I've attend Jacksonville State 
University. But, there's also a lot about the 
Chanticleer that people may not realize. 
Though I do not technically work there 
now, I d ~ d  for roughly two years. For those 
two years, I watched my peers (along 
w~th  experiencing ~t myself firsthand) 
pull all-nighters on Tuesday nights to 
meet deadline. I experienced the feeling 
of absolute exhaust~on when dragging 
myself to mornlng classes on,Wednesdays. 
I experrenced the gmding pressure of 
defeat when often times only the mistakes 
were pointed out on the freshly-printed 
pages that were strewn around campus 
each week. I also w~tnessed the number of 
writers that attended the weekly meetings 
start to dwindle. 
All I ask IS that you remember how 
much work goes into one Issue of a campus 
newspaper. Some of us really d a  take it 
seriously and pour our hearts into it. 
I'm so thankful to have had the 
opportunity to write for this publication, 
and since this is my last column, I want 
to point out some of the people who have 
helped shape my college education and 
experience beyond words. 
Dr. Steve Whitten taught me while I 
was a freshman in EH 101. His humor 
and knowledge rnspired me beyond belief 
to tap into the inner pool of creativity that 
we all have. 
Dr. Tlna Deshotels was my faculty 
advisor during freshman orlentation, and I 
went on to have her for three more courses 
at JSU. Her spunk and grit make her a 
constant advocate for causes that are often 
overlooked. She forced me to think outslde 
of the box, and now, I see and acknowledge 
issues in the world that I can never again 
ignore. 
Mr. Jerry Chandler taught my Media 
Features class just last spring. He 
Intimidated me more than words could ever 
possibly describe because of his talent and 
knowledge. He is by far the most inspiring 
teacher I've ever had, and because of him, 
my love for words has grown jnto a duty to 
write Uis rrrw teslrhmo 9 t v I ~  ic n r i r ~ J ~ c 9 .  
. -- - -  --.--- X- - - r  -- 
I ~roducer. writer. and d~rector hrst time dlrect~ng an 'adapta- 
tion. Dav Patel starts in his 
first major motion picture after 
his breakout role in the Oscar- 
wiiziziizg film, "Slumdog Mil- 
lionaire". What' really interests 
me is how serious M. Night and 
company will take this cartoon 
crossover. Will the filmmak- 
ers keep in mind that they are 
remaking a children's cartoon 
show? Or will they try to juice it 
up to attract an older audience? 
We'll find out on July 2nd ... 
issues in the world that I can never again 
:or the show (and the first mov- 
ie), will also direct the sequel. 
All or~ginal cast members are 
back ds well. Cany on, Sex in 
the City, Carrie on.. . 
ignore. 
Mr. Jerry Chandler taught my Media 
Features class just last spring. .He 
intimidated me more than words could ever 
possibly describe because of his talent and NUMBER 1: 
IIlmmm2 
Release Date: May 7th 
Robert Downey Jr., Gwyneth 
Paltrow and Don Cheadle (who 
is replacing Terrence Howard) 
are set to bring tons of iron-clad 
destruction in the summers' 
only superhero flick. Scarlett 
Johansson.and Samuel L. Jack- 
son are also joining the team for 
this c6ntinuation of Marvel's hit 
franchise. Also, Mickey Rourke 
iq set' to play "Whiplash," 
Ironman's newest foe. Can 
Tony Stark and company keep 
the world safe? Will Iron Man 
2 be enough to keep Marvel 
fans..,satisfied till 2012, and the 
promised "Ultimate Avenger" 
film? We'll be waiting ... 
knowledge. He is by far the most inspiring 
teacher I've ever had. and because of him. NUMBER 7: - 
Release Date: May 271h 
Speaking of dying fran- 
chises ... we come to the "final" 
my love for words has grown into a duty t i  
write. His raw teaching style is priceless. 
Dr. Andrea Porter taught my Writing the 
Vietnam War course last May. This class 
changed my life. I left each day with more Whrn will the ed 
position become ? 
Jn 2 yrs I have nc 
every issue has r 
grarnmactical err 
thought JSU had 
English dcaprtment .... 
(ED Note: I am guessing 
that the errors in this 
scratch arc intentional ... ) 
itof s 
available ,. . 
installment of Dreamworks' 
"Shrek" saga. The first two 
"Shrek" films were highly 
praised by audiences and crit- 
ics alike. They also brought in 
over $700 million combined. 
"Shrek the Third" on the other 
hand, was considered quite a let 
down by the majority of audi- 
ences. This movie will also be 
the only "Shrek" in 3-D. With 
a new director and a new bad 
guy (finally), will Shrek end 
his franchise on a high note? Or 
and never dreaded the reading or 
assignments. Her teaching methods were 
moving, and brought tears to my eyes, a 
smile to my face and a hunger to know 
more about my nation's history, especially 
the Ketnam War. 




Rdease Date: June 30th 
"New Moon" still holds the 
record for biggest single day 
with its $72.7 million haul on its 
opening day, Nov. 20, 2009, as 
well as the midnight showings 
record ($26.3 million). .New 
Moon, which came out just 
last winter, has already raked 
in $296.6 million, making it 'the 
make people laugh, has been my advisor 
for the past four years and has never once 
said he didn't have the time to help me. 
Even if I was passing him on his way out 
of Self Hall at 6 p.m., he would stop, turn 
around and help me if I truly needed it. 
And pf course, each editor of the 
Chanticleer who allowed me to write: Toni 
Meniss, Kevin Jeffers, Bethany Boulahanis 
and Zach Childree. Thank you. 









rl v u u  KO. YOU d01 
service : 
Aunt Edna: bye' for. now You corn -- - - . l'm J .K. Llove! 
Thank you JSU 
library. End of tt 
semester and  yot 
printing program 
down. Way to go 
tharks f ~ r  extt-nc~~n rrlG 
" 
much to do with relationships, dating or 
love, 1 can pretty much sum up what I hope 
all of you who faithhlly read Dear Julie for 
the past year got out of it. 
Love yourself, first and foremost. 
There will be times in your life where it 
seems that you're being tested for whatever 
It's the last Aunt Edna of the semester. I hope 
all of you have enjoyed reading this column as 
much as I have enjoyed writing it. 
educated about it. I want to help people, and I 
hope I have done that with this column. So much 
has been covered, and yet there is still a world 
of knowledge out there I have yet to write about. 




. Oh, an 
3:-- +Lo I realize that this column has caused some 
controversy in the past few months. Not everyone 
is very comfortable with open discussion about 
sex, and I can understand that. However, I want 
to say that writing this- column is something that 
I have been very passionate about and writing 
this column every week has really meant a lot to 
me. I also want to say that Aunt Edna isn't going 
anywhere anytime soon. 
hell is t1 
. . . . -. . . - 
If I had to give any last advice, it would be the 
basic points I've covered in almost every issue. 
First and foremost, always protect yourself. You 
have no excuse not to. Please practice proper 
safe sex. Be respectful. Communicate with 
your partner and above all, relax. Sex is to be 
enjoyed. 
reason, and you'll wonder when the silver 
lining will shine through. People will fail 
you. School will seem like a never ending 
pile of work. Your self-esteem might get. 
lower than low. And on top of all that, 
sometimes you get your heart broken tight 
smack dab in the middle of it all. But it 
always gets better. 
Trust yourself, and know when to let go. 
Love as freely as you can, but always 
keep a tiny piece of "you" just for yourself, 
so it will be there when you need to pick up 
and start over. 
Be fair. 
People always say that life's not fair, 
and I couldn't agree more. But, we have a 
choice in this. We can be fair. We,can treat 
ourselves and the people in our lives with 
respect and love them for exactly who they 
are. We can c h o ~ s e  to be happy for people 
instead of bitter when things-don't turn out 
the way we hoped for. You can never, ever 
go wrong with beirlg kind. 
Know you are not alone. 
the way we hoped for. You can never, ever 
go wrong with beirlg lund. 
Know you are not alone. 
Whether you're home alone on 
Valentine's Day or pondering whether or 
not to break up with you girlfriend, there's 
tons of people out ihere going through the 
exact same thing. In an instant, your life 
can change and never be the same again. 
Remember that love is a gift. Treat it with 
respect, humility, dignity and cherish it. 
Thanks for allowing me to give you 
advice, and thanks for reading my words 
each week. 
Let's wake up each day and make the 
best of this life; we only have one chance 
to do it right. 
why the 
Chanticleer gumg oriliile 
t 
s to the v 




regular season u 
Championship. T 
undefeated in c o ~  
play. Mray to go!!! 
V L  
hey wen 
fermce T hope you all have a safe .and enjoyable 
summer. Send me your questions. I'll be back 
in the fall ready to answer your questions. and 
continue talking about the wonderful world of 
sex. 
ees we a 
, 





When I decided to take on writing this column, 
1 knew that 1 would meet various obstacles, but I 
wanted to take this on because it is important. Sex 
is part of us. It creates life. It also gives the closet 
connection you can experience with another 
person. It's beautiful and haunting and breath 
taking. There are, however, issues and risks that 
come along with it. That's why I am so dedicated 
to this column. There is so much misinformation 
out there about sex. People deserve to have a 




You can e-mail me at auntedna25@gmail.com 
Here to help, 
Aunt Edna 
"Te"yman&TaFS- 
how this is my 1 s t  issue Jford and Eric Tr 
Features Eclitor, I thought it woulc Thank you to the professors of tl ,ernember guys, 1 
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how this is my la5t issue as A; fnt~ng mrd aI.rvays being reliable, Bet 
Features Editor, I thought it wcrulc Thank you to the professors of the R I college 
wise to  say a goodbye andbthank US'S Comn~unication Department to IGLUII. UUII L JUSL  IT^ I I '~L?OLI~ your 
to a few pcople. for welcoming me into their ranks. niajor, but learn about your friends 
Now. it seen Also, thanks to the D e m e n t  of and yourself. Get to know some 
columnists in th Seconckay Education professors: Dr. really weird characters. because they 
the time to say gmDye, so r iwn r Qarkley, Dr. Zenanko, Mrs. Padgett, usually have the best stories. Go and 
wacte too much of your time. nrI Mrs. Ray. You have aught me _get involved, write for the newspaper 
I came in to this newspaper a! lore about edr~catia~l than 1 thoright or go see a play. You can attend a 
cducalion major who didn't kr lere was to know. rR1ly or join the SGA. Mv mint is: 
anything about creating a newspa JSU's Englishc Bepartnsenc all more yc 
The first thanks goes to my fel ~ught me so u~l l  and pushed n fe about. 
edit013 who helped me to suck I ) do better: thmb Dr, Whitton, P hcerel y. 
Thanks ,to k h ,  Haley, MJ, h, orter, MJ S, Mrs. Worton, ai bran Sn 
Rnci Mr. Stcdham. Also. I thank K 4rs. Fostl a s  &Fe; 
aynor. 
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April 15, '20 10 Sports The Chanticleer 5 
Get to know Jordan Beistline 
by Haley Gregg "I go out there, whether I start or fin- 
Sports Editor ish the game, with the mindset that I 
am going to shut you (the hitter).down 
Meet Jordan Beistline, a junior and I'm corning right at you," said 
pitcher for the Jacksonville State Beistline. 
University baseball- team. He calls Beistline has a detailed superstition 
LaGrange, Ga., home. during the game. When pitching he 
His father. has to come in - - - - - . . . . . . - 
Rob, pitched 
four - years 
at Georgia 
Tech and is 
the one that 
i n t r o d u c e d  
Beistline to 
baseball at a 
very young 
age. 
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He has had 
an impres- 
sive career 
so far, as a 
s o p h a m o r e  
he made a 
te'am-high 24 
- - ~  - -. - . -.. 
and out of the 
same gate of the 
dugout. He then 
has to sit on the 
same spot on 
the bench, place 
his glove beside 
him, get up and 
drink one and 
half cups of wa- 
ter and sit back 
down. When he 
comes back on 
the, field he will 
not touch the 
lines. 
He is know as 
the "loud one" 
to .his team- 
mates, and if 
you see him with 
his iPod in he is 
more than likely 
listening to Lil 
Wayne or Luke 
Bryan. 
appearances, with 23 in relief, posted Beistline is majoring-in sociology, 
a 7-2 record with one save and a 4.35 and hopes to continue to play baseball 
ERA. Also, he recorded 43 strikeouts after he graduates in the minor leagues 
to just 12 walks. and professionally. 
Highlights 
of the week 
Time to say goodbye 
by Haley Gregg 
Sports Editor 
The time has come to say good- 
bye. In my opinion, saying goodbye 
is something that will always be hard 
or bittersweet. This is my last week 
being sports editor fdr The Chanticleer 
and my last week of classes at Jack- 
sonville State University. I'm about to 
take my first steps into what the older 
ones call "the real world." An exciting 
time, but a scary one at that - it is the 
first time in my 
life that I can't tell 
you where I will 
be this time next 
year. Now, I like 
that openness but 
at the same time 
it is a reality that, 
I have vet to face. 
I p e s i 1  will just 
put my head down 
and PO full steam 
times the topics that had nothing to do 
with anything. I can't forget, Tarnrny 
Mize, the best secretary in the world 
(in my opinion) thank you for being 
my JSU mom. I will miss you terri- 
bly and again thank you for everything 
you have done for me during my time 
at JSU. Thank you Mr. Chandler, Mr. 
Waddle, Dr. Hedrick, Dr. Harbor and 
Mr. Stedham for teachi.ng me about 
communications and for your help in 
shaping me to go out into the world of 
journalism. I would also like to thank 
all my professors that I have had these 
past three years. 
Last but. not least, a 
big thank you to all 
my classmates and 
Chanty readers, and I 
- cannot write a thank 
you and not thank 
my mom and dad, 
and my friends. 
Well, I am off to 
find a job and work 
'2 - 
ahead, and wher- The chanticleer staff - Matt Tyson, on this magazine 
ever life takes me Haley Gregg, Doran Smith, MJ Ortiz, Career I have 
is where I will be and Zach Childree. dreamed of since 
- with a smile on high school. Gradu- 
my face. ation is April 30th at 
I would like to thank a few people. 6:OOp.m. and I will finally have that 
First off, my fellow Chanty staff: c o ~ t e d  piece of paper in my hand that 
~ h ~ ~ k  you for all the long ~ ~ ~ ~ , j ~ ~  I have worked so hard for the past four 
nights and early Wednesday mornings. years. I have met some amazing peo- 
It has been a pleasure getting to know ple here at JSU, that have impacted me 
you (Zach, Doran, MJ, and Matt) and in ways that I'm not quite sure I will 
I will always cherish the memories we ever be aware - thank you. I 
made. Also, Austin Faulkner - what have thoroughly enjoyed working for 
would 1 have done without you? Thank the student newspaper, and I hope I 
you for being a consistent writer with brought adequate coverage JSU 
ideas and having a willingness to help. SpOm to the readers- 1'11 end with my 
I look forward to reading the Chanty life quote: 
in the future to see your work. Kevin years from you 
Brant, thank you for your dependabil- be more disappointed by the things 
ity and all of your sports photos. that you didn't d o  than by the ones 
N ~ ~ ~ ,  the faculty at JSU: M ~ .  sted- you did do. So throw off the bowlines. 
ham, thank you for your patience, con- Sail away from the safe harbor Catch 
structive criticism and all of our long the trade winds in your sails. Explore. 
talks about life, jobs, plays, and some Dream. - Mark Twain 
- - - 
Jacksonville State pounded out a season-high 20 hits en 1 Support the Gamecocks at home 
route to a 11-4 win over Kennesaw State. 
Jacksonville State junior Ashley Eliasson has been named 
the Ohio Valley Conference's Pitcher of the Week after 
guiding the Gamecock softball team to a 4-1 record last 
. T , O C l l 7  
- - 
4/17 Softball vs. Eastern Kentucky - 1p.m. 
411 8 Softball vs. Eastern Kentucky - 1p.m. 
4/24 Baseball vs. Southeast Missouri - 1p.m. 
- - 
route to a 11-4 win over Kennesaw State. 
, Jacksonville State junior Ashley Eliasson *has been named 
the Ohio Valley Conference's Pitcher of the Week after 
guiding the.Gamecock softball team to a 4-1. record last 
week. 
. Jacksonville State scored a first half goal and made it hold 
up for a 1-0 win ovei defending Atlantic sun Conference 
. champion Kennesaw State. 
The Jacksonville State Women's Tennis team earned 
a 6- 1 win over Morehead State (9- 13,6-3 OVC) to 
claim the 2010 Ohio Valley Conference Regular Season 
championship. 
Jacksonville State (9-10,5-2 OVC) men's tennis dropped 
the doubles point before rallying for a 5-2 win over 
Morehead State (10-8,4-2 OVC). 
Freshman Elizabeth Bond clocked a 55.80 on Saturday 
at the Ole Miss Invitational to become the first ever 
Jacksonville State track and fie1.d member to qualify for a , 
national championship event. 
Junior Ashley Eliasson tossed a three-hit shutout for the 
~acksonville State softball team, leading the Gamecocks to 
a 4-0 win over Morehead State and a series win. 
Jake Sharrock hit a walk-off grand slam with two outs in 
the bottom of the ninth inning to lead Jacksonville State to 
a 7-3 come-from-behind win over Munay State in the first 
game of a three-game Ohio Valley Conference series at 
Rudy Abbott Field. , 
e 
Andre Hoke, Amber Wiley and~aveeta  Oliver posted top 
10 finishes at the Ole Miss Invitational. 
Andre Hoke, Amber Wiley and Laveeta Oliver posted top 
10 finishes at the Ole Miss Invitational. 
Junior -Ashley Eliasson kept UAB at bay for six innings 
and freshman Hilary Phillips slammed the door on the 
Blazers in a 2-1 win by the Jacksonville State softball team. 
For information on sports visit www.j~ugamecocksports. 
corn .. - 
\, 
A 1 4117 Softball vs. Eastern Kentucky - 1p.m. 
4/18 Softball vs. Eastern Kentucky - 1p.m. 
4/24 Baseball vs. Southeast Missouri' - 1p.m. 
41 25 Baseball vs. Southeast Missouri - 1p.m. 
4/ 27 Baseball vs. UAB - 6:30p.m. 
4128 Softball vs. Samford - 6:30p.m. 
Chicken Scrateh 
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from jsugarnecocksports.com A Lambert RBI single added the final run 
in the fourth to give JSU a 4-2 lead. 
Jacksonville State pounded out a Edge begin the two-run fifth with his 
season-high 20 hits en route to a 11-4 second double and scored one batter later 
win over Kennesaw State on Tuesday at when Bluestein homered to centerfield to 
Stillwell Stadiqm. extend the lead 6-2. 
Women's Tennis Match Results 1 
The Lights Return on F+y Nights 
By Austin Faulkner and camera angles are also a key. They 
Sports Staff Writer move between filming a documentary, 
a soap opera and a football highlight 
The citizens ofDillon return in the fourth reel; 
installment of the critically acclaimed Music can make or break an intense 
series, Friday Night Lights. Dillon is moment in the drama, but with one of- 
now a divided town. Once unified by the best soundtracks I have ever heard 
their beloved Panthers, the town has that should. not be a problem. The 
been redistricted in order .to receive more scores that are used are placed perfectly 
educational funding. With the redistricting, with the fluctuations in moods, and 
the town was also forced to open.the old, temperaments of the characters. Notes 
condemned East Dillon High across town. seem to hover and reverberate in tense 
The town will be tom between supporting moments, while during a pep talk the 
their alms mater Dillon or 'root for the melodies soars to a rousing crescendo 
to bring the speech to its climax. upstart bunch at East Dillon. 
Theshow returnsanall-starcast including With a great cast, amazing soundtrack 
'Kyle Chandler, Aimee Teegarden, Zach and brilliant scripts this season looks to 
Gilford, and Taylor Kitsch along with be the best yet. A. show that can dissect 
several newcomers including Michael B. the individual pieces of a community , 
Jordan and Jurnee Smollett. Chandler and place them together in an order that 
plays the charismatic Coach Taylor as he make sense is a phenomenal feat and 
tries to build an East Diilon team from the deserves to 'be commended. Friday 
scraps left to him by the ~~lkwomen's tennis team ~elesrartng aner clalrntng mew rlrst ever OVb ntle. photo 
Dillon school board. It by Kevin Brant I The Chanticleer 
is a daunting task, for a 
man who already carries 
the weight of the town 
on his shoulders. As 
JSU women's tennis claim 
he grasps straws, Tim 
Riggins (Kitsch) and 
Matt Saracen (Gilford) 
deal with their personal 
first ever OVC title 
from jsugamecocksports.com 
issues and attempt to 
transition to the college 
life after their senior The Jacksonville State Women's Tennis team earned a 6-1 win over Morehead 
year. As each member State (9-13, 6-3 OVC) to'claim the 2010 Ohio Valley Conference.Regular Sea- 
of the community son championship on Sunday at the JSU Tennis Courts. 
struggles with theii Jax State (13-8,9-0 OVC) claimed its first ever OVC Women's Tennis title and 
own problems, look its first conference championship since 1993. 
for the tightly knit, The Gamecocks gained a 1-0 advantagi: by sweeping the three doubles match- 
time-tested friendships es for the doubles point. Viviane Marani and Martina DessbeseIl defeated Mad- 
Morehead State v \  Jacksonville State 
31 1 1120 10 at Jacksonville. Ala. 
(JSU Tenni\ Courts) 
that have developed to 
strengthen. 
This is a very well wi-itten dialogue Night Lights is onebf,  if not the best7 drama On and with this and is The cast it would appear that its dominance will helps bring the script to life and do a very continue. Tune in to NBCon April 30th good job of portraying the emotions that to see the season four premiere. are written onto the s,creen. Filming 
Gamecocks Blast 
Kennesaw State 
Jacksonville State 6, Morehead State I 
S i n ~ l c ~ ~ o m ~ ~ e t i t i o n  
eleinne Antero and Lauren DeLaney, 8-2 at No. 1. Ralphaela Lima and Kimberly 
Ferris edgkd Alix Young and Alexandra Rydberg, 9-7 at- NO.‘^ and Rafaela Wen- 
ze1 and Kristen Fuller upended Alix Lakow and Kayla Tuscany, 8-6 at No. 3. 
JSU claimed wins at the No. through No. singles positions to close out the 
match. Marani beat Young, 7-6, 6-4 at No. 1. Dessbesell eased past Rydberg, 
6- 1,6-2 at No 2. Ferris earned a 3-6,6-3,6-1 win over Kayla Tuscany at No. 3. 
Wenzel beat Antero 7-6, 6-4 at No. 4 and Julianna Renesto downed DeLaney, 
6-3, 5-7,6-2 at No. 5. 
Jacksonville State goes into the 2010 OVC Women's Tennis Tournament as the 
number one seed which begins on Thursday in Paducah, Ky. 
I 
I 
Morehead State 11s Jacksonville State 
411 112010 at Jacksonville. Ala. 
(JSU Tennis Courts) 
I Jacksonville State 6, Morehead State I 
Singles competition 
I. MARANI. Vivinne (JSUW) def. YOUNG. Alix (MORW) 7-0. 6-4 
2. DESSBESELL, Martina (JSUW) clef. RYDBERG, Alexantlra (MORW) 6-1.6-2 
3. FERRIS, Kimberly (JSUW) def. TUSCANY, Kay121 (MORW) 3-h. 6-3. 6-1 
4. WENZEL. Kaf~~ela  (JSUW) def. ANTERO, Madeleinne (MORW) 7-6.6-4 
5. RENESTO. Julianna (JSUW) def. DELANEY, Lauren (MORW) 6-3.5-7.6-2 
6. HELMS. Brooke (MORW) def. FULLER, Kristen (JSUW) 6-2.6-4 
Doubles compelit ion 
I .  MARANI. VivianeIDESSBESELL. Marlinn (JSUW) def. ANTERO. iklacl- 
eleinncl DELANEI'. Lauren (MORW) 8-2 
2. LIZA, !?a!phae!a!FER!?!S. Ki:nbr!y (JSU\V) def YOUNG. h!ix!!?YD 
BERG. Alexandra (MORW) 9-7 
3. WENZEL. RafaelaIFULLER, Kristen (JSUW) def. LAKOW, AlixITlJS- 
CANY. Kayla (MORW) 8-6 
I Nlatch Notes: Morehead State 9- 13.6-3 OVC lacksonville State 13-8.9-0 OVC 
from jsugamecocksports.com A Lambert RBI single added the final run 
in the fourth to give J$U a 4-2 lead. 
Jacksonville @ate pounded out a Edge begin the two-run fifth with his 
season-high 20 hits en route to a 11 -4 second double and scored one batter later 
win over Kennesaw State on Tuesday at when Bluestein homered to centerfield to 
Stillwell Stadium. extend the lead 6-2. 
The Gamecocks had nine extra base Cunningham singled to left ,  and 
hits on the evening that included five advanced to third on a Smith double in 
doubles, three home runs and a triple and the sixth. Cunhgham later came home 
had the leadoff run reach base in eight of on a ground out for a 7-2 advantage. 
nin6 innings. McFadden led off the sevepth witt 
Kyle Bluestein, who needed a double single bringing.hmbert followed wit1 
for the cycle, went 4-for-5 with four two-run home run off the Kennesaw cl 
RBI, a triple and a home run to lead the house patio in kft center to give JSI. 
Gamecocks. Todd Cunningham, Btrt 10-2 lead. 
Smith, and freshmen Cal Lambert and The Owls added two runs in the eigl 
Orrin McFadden had three hits apiece to tnm the deficit to 10-4 before J! 
while Daniel Adamson and Andrew Edge scored the fi@ run of the night wh 
had a pair of hits. Blake Seguin'we home from third after 
Cunningham, who had three stolen Sam Eberie &hed on a fielder's choice. 
bases on the night, l@ the game off with Tanner Freshow (4-1) tossed four 
a single and after stealing third scored scoreless i n h e  with a strike out wh 
on an e m r  by the Kennesaw State third allowing just h e  hit as the pitcher or 
baseman on the play to give JSU an-early record for JSU> Todd Hornsby had two 
1-0 lead. strike outs and-gaye up only one hit in 1 
' The Owls took a 2-1 lead with a two-run 213 innings of to close the game. 
th id  before the Gamecocks plated four in KSU starteradan Kendrick (0-2) gave 
the fourth, two in the fifth and seventh and up five runs, tbhbearned, on eight hits in 
one in the sixth to build a 10-2 lead three plus in& to take the loss for the 
Edge doubled to start the fourth and Owls. 
scored on a Bluestein triple to tie the Jacksonville: State returns to Ohio 
game. Adamson followed with a two- Valley Conferewe play against Austin E 
run home run to left field to bring home Peay at 1 p.n& m Saturday in Clarksville, 
Bluestein and give JSU tbe lead for good. Tenn. , .. - 
Kevin Brant / Tha Chanticleer 
I 
